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Figure 1: Reconstruction workflow: building edges are marked in archival photographs, from which a geometric model is derived. Finally,
texture synthesis and editing is used to reconstruct the final appearance.

Abstract

This paper investigates the digital reconstruction of destroyed build-
ings from small sets of old, uncalibrated photographs. The appli-
cation domain is the heritage preservation of District Six – a mixed
race area in Cape Town that was leveled during the South African
Apartheid regime and whose residents were forcibly removed.

Our framework uses a combination of semi-automatic camera cal-
ibration, model-based architecture-specific photogrammetry, and
texture synthesis to reconstruct the geometry and texture of a build-
ing so that it can be incorporated into a heritage-based virtual en-
vironment, such as a museum display. These techniques are well
established in isolation; the purpose here is to discover if they can
be adapted to damaged and uncalibrated photographs, where the
time periods and chromatic schemes differ or where, in the worst
case, only a single photograph is available.

To test the effectiveness of the reconstruction framework we con-
sider three representative cases of District Six architecture. All
three cases were reconstructed successfully with some provisos
concerning uneven ground, intricate building features, and un-
favourable camera angles.

CR Categories: I.3.8 [Computing Methodologies]: Computer
Graphics—Applications; I.4.1 [Computing Methodologies]: Image
Processing and Computer Vision—Digitization and Image Capture

Keywords: heritage preservation, photogrammetric reconstruc-
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The use of digital reconstruction techniques in the field of cultural
heritage is widespread and increasing, in part due to the recent ma-
turity of supporting technologies such as laser ranging scanning and
photogrammetry [Beraldin et al. 2005]. The intent is to generate
three-dimensional models of heritage artifacts, ranging from single
objects, such as coins and urns, to entire sites or even cities [Müller
et al. 2006]. The ultimate purpose is to make these digital models
available for archiving, visualisation and detailed study.

District Six, the heritage site under consideration here, is partic-
ularly challenging from a reconstruction perspective (as discussed
further in Section 3). The area was almost completely destroyed
by 1982 (bar a few churches) and the surviving photographs in
the District Six museum archive have age-related damage, a vari-
ety of chromatic schemes, and no contextual or calibration meta-
data. Worse, a given building is often only represented by a single
photograph.

To handle this, our reconstruction strategy (explained fully in Sec-
tion 4) has two major components. First, we implement a geom-
etry reconstruction framework, based on the architecture-specific
photogrammetric technique of Debevec et al. [1996], that is used
to recreate the geometry of a building from photographs. This re-
quires the user to design a basic model of the building, using a set of
geometric primitives, and then define correspondences between the
edges of this model and the edges of the building visible in the input
photographs. This approach enables the exploitation of constraints
inherent in the geometry of architectural scenes.

Given the problems associated with material in the District Six pho-
tographic archive, this modelling technique offers specific advan-
tages: (a) the ability to reconstruct objects from a single image by
exploiting implicit architectural constraints, (b) the ability to model
hidden or obscured architecture using symmetry and user knowl-
edge, and (c) tolerance of image error, provided by limiting the
number of free parameters.

The second component involves texturing the reconstructed models.
To accomplish this, we use a combination of the original textures,
extracted from the photographs, and artificial textures, generated
from samples of the original using texture synthesis [Efros and Le-
ung 1999]. We also allow features, such as windows and doors to
be copied and repositioned on hidden or obscured surfaces.

To validate this reconstruction framework three test cases are con-
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sidered: a large residence (Section 5.1), the landmark British Bio-
scope (Section 5.2) and a typical small residence (Section 5.3).
These represent a range of typical situations: complex architecture
(the British Bioscope), a single input photograph (the small resi-
dence), and extensive occlusion (the large residence). Most impor-
tantly, in Section 6, we discuss the strengths and weaknesses of the
framework, including aspects such as highly-detailed geometry, in-
dented features, uneven ground and low quality input photographs.

2 Related Work

Heritage preservation is one of the major application areas for
three-dimensional reconstruction techniques. Heritage organisa-
tions, such as museums, have an interest in digital reconstruction
of artifacts, as virtual exhibits augment physical displays in ways
that make them far more attractive to visitors. Historians, archae-
ologists and artists also use digital reconstructions, both for preser-
vation and when answering questions about objects under examina-
tion. For instance, digital reconstructions offer researchers insight
into the creation and proportions of statues that they would other-
wise not be able to answer [Berndt and Carlos 2000].

In line with this demand, researchers have developed many tech-
niques to facilitate the reconstruction of heritage sites and artifacts.
However, no one technique is suitable for all situations. For in-
stance, in reconstructing smaller objects, it is important to capture
detail. On the other hand, in reconstructing larger scenes, the prob-
lems of high resolution are eclipsed by issues of physical scale. The
material available for reconstruction (Does the object still exist? Do
we have access to it? Are there accurate measurements available?)
and the requirements of the reconstruction (level of detail, textur-
ing, lighting independence, etc.) further emphasise the need for an
array of different reconstruction methods.

As a result, a wide variety of reconstruction techniques have
been applied to the field of heritage preservation. For instance,
Lehner [1992] uses CAD-based methods to assist in building a
three-dimensional model of the Giza Plateau in Egypt, including
both architecture and terrain. The project made extensive use of
maps, survey data and excavation reports and took approximately
nine months to complete.

A further example is the well known Digital Michelangelo project
[Levoy et al. 2000]. The aim of this project was to develop a
framework for building digital models of real-world statues, using
laser range scanning. The results of the project are highly-detailed,
three-dimensional scans of numerous statues, each up to two bil-
lion polygons in size. These models have since been used to render
thousands of images of the statues in various synthetic conditions.
Despite the excellent results, the scope is limited since it requires
expensive equipment and can only be used where the objects still
exist.

The virtual recreation of the Buddha statues that once stood at
Bamiyan, Afghanistan [Gruen et al. 2002] is closer to our situa-
tion, since the statues were destroyed by Taleban militia. A pho-
togrametric approach was taken, using three different sets of pho-
tographs – a set found on the Internet, a set of tourist images and a
set of three metric images. Although results from this project were
good, with the metric image set being used to create a point cloud
of over 170,000 points, it is not appropriate in all cases. Where
the structure being reconstructed is very regular, a point cloud is
not an ideal representation, as the geometry can be modelled more
accurately as a set of flat surfaces and regular curves, and a more
constrained optimization technique is appropriate.

For extensive reconstruction, such as entire cities, where general
architectural style is known but not the specifics of every individual

building, a procedural approach is effective. Architectural rules and
variations are encoded using procedural shape grammars [Müller
et al. 2006], which allow for extensive building variation. For in-
stance, Pompei and Rome have been reconstructed with landmarks
modelled in detail but procedural architecture placed elsewhere ac-
cording to the street plan.

In some cases a hybrid approach is employed for optimal results.
For instance, El-Hakim et al. [2004], utilize both photogrammetry
and range scanning. Their project is aimed at the reconstruction of
highly-constrained objects, and uses a photogrammetry-based solu-
tion to determine basic shape. In a few select areas, where a high
level of geometric detail is required, this is augmented by range
scanning. This technique is extremely effective when used to re-
construct instances of architectural heritage, as show-cased by their
model of the Abbey of Pomposa.

Finally, examples of heritage reconstruction also include work by
Streilein and Nierderost [1998], Buehrer et al. [1999] and Beraldin
et al. [Beraldin et al. 2002]. The first describes the reconstruction
of the Disentis monastery, performed through the analysis of still
video imagery, the second outlines the use of photogrammetry to
assist in the reconstruction of a rock-hewn church in Ethiopia, and
the third documents the reconstruction of a Byzantine crypt that
was achieved through the use of laser scanning and high-resolution
texture information.

3 District Six

Figure 2: Some examples of the District Six photographic ma-
terial. [Top] three photographs of the Hanover Building, a local
landmark. One of the photographs is in greyscale, while another
was taken during the demolition of District Six. [Middle] two pho-
tographs of the British Bioscope — a building we go on to recon-
struct in Section 5. Again, one image is in greyscale, while the
second is in colour. [Bottom] two images of different District Six
buildings, for which we were unable to find additional, matching
photographs

District Six, located in Cape Town, South Africa, was one of very
few mixed-race areas in the country during the Apartheid regime.
However, in 1966, it was declared a white area under the Group ar-
eas Act of 1950. By 1982, the entire community had been uprooted;
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sixty thousand people were forcibly removed and all of their homes
destroyed.

Of what was once a diverse and vibrant community, all that now re-
mains are a select few buildings (primarily churches) and a museum
housing a number of artifacts and an archive of several hundred
photographs taken before and during the demolition of the area.

Unfortunately, the photographs in this collection (a selection of
which appear in Figure 2) are all at least 30 years old, often in poor
condition, and with little or no contextual information. For the pur-
poses of photogrammetric reconstruction, this presents a number of
challenges:

• Finding sets of matching photographs. Because of the large
number of images, the fact that the archive is not indexed by
street address, and the similarity of much of the Cape archi-
tecture of the period, the task of finding two photographs of
any one building is both difficult and labour intensive. As a
result, it is sometimes necessary to produce a reconstruction
from only a single picture.

• The period over which the photographs were taken. First,
as a consequence of changes in camera technology and age
degradation, the quality of photographs varies greatly and this
has a direct effect on the reconstruction. Second, if two pho-
tographs of a building were taken many years apart, changes
may have occurred to the building in the intervening years.

• Insufficient meta-data. Most of the photographs in the
archive have little or no accompanying information on camera
parameters, photograph location, or date.

• Different chromatic schemes. Many of the photographs
were taken in greyscale, but a number were also captured
in colour or sepia. This presents problems when texturing
the reconstructed buildings, as it is difficult to combine these
schemes in a visually appealing way, without resorting to con-
verting all images to greyscale.

• The digitization process. In order to use images from the
archive for reconstruction, they must first be digitized. Minor
rotations of the image while scanning, or slightly warped im-
ages will adversely affect the quality of the digital copy and
increase reconstruction error.

• The problem of calibration. For most photographs, the cam-
era and lens properties are unknown and this leads to problems
with calibration. This is further exacerbated by the practice of
cropping photographs, making it difficult to approximate the
principal point.

4 Reconstruction Framework

The Reconstruction Framework discussed in this paper comprises
two discrete components. The first of these handles the reconstruc-
tion of a geometric model from the photographs, while the second
deals with the texturing of that model.

This section presents a brief technical discussion of each of these
components, followed by a descriptive overview of the entire
framework from the perspective of the user.

4.1 Geometry Reconstruction

To facilitate the reconstruction of geometry from photographs a
technique, based on the work of Debevec[1996] was implemented.

Essentially, this method involves creating a parameterized model of
the scene (both of the geometry and of the cameras), and then op-

Importing Photographs

Geometric Primitive Design Modelling Geometry

Optimizing the Model Adding Constraints

Texturing and Rendering

Figure 3: A user’s view of the overall reconstruction framework.

timizing this model by minimizing the error between user-defined
observations on the photographs and the equivalent components of
the model.

To this end, the geometry is modelled as set of parameterized, user-
defined geometric primitives, where each primitive is defined by
at most 9 parameters — 3 for width, depth and height, 3 for its
position vector, and 3 for its rotational offset.

To reduce the total number of free parameters introduced by the
geometry, constraints can be imposed whereby a parameter of one
primitive can be defined as a function of any number of constants
or parameters of other primitives.

Similarly, a camera (equivalent to a photograph) is defined by 6 pa-
rameters — 3 for its position vector and 3 for its rotational offset.
While constraints can be imposed on these parameters, they typi-
cally remain unconstrained.

Finally, constraints on the model are added when the user marks
out edges on the photographs and associates these edges with the
equivalent edges of the model. Indeed, it is through these associa-
tions that the principle of stereopsis is applied in the reconstruction.

Once the scene model has been defined, a two-phase New-
ton’s method optimization (as discussed in Taylor and Kriegmann
[1995]) is used to minimize an objective function that quantifies
the error between the model and the user-defined observations, thus
fitting the model to the photographs. This process first optimizes
a rough, linear objective function to obtain a good initial estimate,
after which a non-linear function is used to fine-tune the model pa-
rameters.

4.2 Texturing

Once a scene has been reconstructed, all that remains is to texture
the resulting geometry. Many texturing schemes [Debevec et al.
1996] rely on multiple photographs of a scene taken under the same
lighting conditions. To overcome the inherent deficiencies of the
District Six data in this respect, our framework offers the user a
combination of texture extraction, texture synthesis and image ma-
nipulation tools.

First, wherever possible, texture information is extracted from the
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original photographs. This is an automated process that recon-
structs textures for each non-occluded face of the model (for each
photograph). In cases where these textures are obstructed, incom-
plete or damaged, a texture synthesis process [Efros and Leung
1999] is used to either complete, repair or entirely reconstruct the
texture.

This method of texture synthesis, which can generate a large tex-
ture from a small seed, works by modelling a texture as a Markov
Random Field [Efros and Leung 1999]. What this means, is that the
probability distribution for the value of a particular, unknown, pixel
is assumed to be dependant only on the values of the set of other
pixels within a certain neighbourhood of that pixel, rather than be-
ing dependant on the entire image. The result of this model is that
globally a certain amount of noise is permitted, while the local tex-
ture structure remains generally well preserved.

Finally, to complete the reconstruction of these damaged or missing
textures, features (such as windows, or doors or drain pipes), either
imported from external images or extracted from other textures, can
be inserted into the newly synthesized texture.

4.3 The User’s View

From the user’s perspective, the functionality of the framework can
be partitioned into six actions (as illustrated by the flowchart in Fig-
ure 3):

• Calibrating and Importing Photographs. Before any uncal-
ibrated photograph can be used in the reconstruction frame-
work, its calibration parameters must be determined. The
absolute minimum requirement is a good estimate of focal
length. Usually, it is also necessary to have an estimate of
the principal point (the center of camera projection) but, by
paying careful attention to cropping issues, it is possible to
assume that the principal point is at the image centre. Com-
puting an estimate of the focal length of an image then be-
comes simple, provided at least one cuboid is visible in the
image. Wilczkowiak et al. [2001] show the duality between
the intrinsic parameters of a camera and a parallelepiped. In
fact, they argue that only when the calibration parameters of
a camera are correct, will a parallelepiped in space match one
that has been observed in the image. Using this property, by
repeatedly modelling (and optimizing) a single cuboid in an
image, while varying the assumed focal length, a good esti-
mate of the correct focal length can be obtained. Essentially,
the focal length, for which the measured error is minimal after
optimization of the model, is the most accurate estimate.

• Geometric Primitive Design. A tool has been created for the
user to design geometric primitives for later use in the mod-
elling process. These primitives represent canonical architec-
tural structures such as different styles of roof, building, and
window. It is important to note that once such a primitive has
been created, it is placed in a library for access in subsequent
reconstructions.

• Modelling. The user selects from the set of pre-designed
primitives and arranges them into a rough model of the ar-
chitectural scene. It is not essential that the model and actual
scene have the same proportions, only that they have equiv-
alent geometric primitives in a similar configuration. The
image-model correspondence and optimization steps will take
care of scale parameters. While modelling the user is able to
add constraints, such as a roof resting on top of the walls, to
the system. These constraints are essential in reducing the
number of free parameters that must be solved during opti-
mization.

• Defining Image-Model Correspondences. In order to mea-
sure the accuracy of model geometry and camera parame-
ters, correspondences between the images and the user model
must be defined. These correspondences are line-based; user-
marked edges (or observations) of the real world object in
the photographs are matched to edges of the model. When
observed edges from different photographs are linked to the
same model edge, the result is an implicit feature match. The
task of defining these correspondences involves (a) marking
out edge features, and (b) linking observed edges to geometry
edges. These correspondences form the basis for the objective
function that is used to optimize the model.

• Optimizing the model. At any point during the modelling
phase, provided there is some geometry, at least one image,
and one correspondence, the user may elect to automatically
optimize the model. This invokes the aforementioned op-
timization process, manipulating the free parameters of the
model, until the geometry and cameras in the system conform
to the observations.

• Texturing and Rendering. The final operation that the user
performs to complete a reconstruction is the texturing of the
model. This involves texture extraction, synthesis and manip-
ulation as discussed above, and Figure 4 illustrates the typical
workflow for this process.

Texture Synthesis

Feature Extraction &
Insertion Image Manipulation

Selecting Initial Texture

Saving Final Texture

Figure 4: A user’s view of texture reconstruction.

5 Case Studies

In order to analyse the success of the reconstruction and texturing
techniques it is necessary to critically consider a number of real-
world situations. We examine three District Six reconstructions in
detail. The first two – a large residence and the British Bioscope
– are reconstructed from two photographs, and the last is a small,
simple, residential building, of which only a single image exists.

5.1 A large District Six residence

The first reconstruction is of a large residence that existed prior to
the demolition of the District Six region. The input for this re-
construction comprised two photographs of the residence, shown
in Figure 5. The first photograph is from nearby, encompassing
only part of the building, and the second from a significant dis-
tance, showing the entire building, but at a very low resolution. The
field of view for both cameras was computed to be approximately
45 degrees.
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Figure 5: Photo input for a Large District Six residence. The
relevant edges of these photographs have been marked out in red
by the user.

Figure 6: Final reconstruction results for a large District Six resi-
dence.

The major problem with the reconstruction of this building, is the
difficulty of marking edges where the building joins the ground.
This is partially as a result of the sloping ground, and partially as
a result of a lack of landmarks on the photograph. Aside from
this, however, the model, when projected onto the image-planes,
matches the marked edges and visible geometry within the images
with a high degree of accuracy.

Texturing of the building was performed using the close-up photo-
graph almost exclusively. The second photograph was so far away
that the extracted texture was almost entirely without detail. The
side wall of the house, visible in both images, was textured using
the original information from the first image. The roof and front
wall were badly obscured in both images, and thus new textures
had to be synthesized. To complete the front wall texture, a win-
dow was extracted from the first photograph and inserted in a num-
ber of places. Finally, the chimney was textured using information
obtained from the second image.

Texture synthesis was particularly successful on the roof, as the
texture had a very defined, repeating pattern. The synthesis of paint
texture of the front wall was less convincing, as the paintwork tex-
ture sample was not particularly well structured. To produce more
authentic results in such situations the synthesis procedure is ran-
domly seeded at a number of points.

The final phase in the texturing of the obscured walls involved in-
serting a number of window features into the base texture. To do
this, one copy of a window was extracted from the close-up input
image, and then pasted in three places on the newly synthesized
texture. For the remaining surfaces, (i.e., the back wall, and other
side of the roof) the corresponding front-facing textures, with mi-
nor changes, were replicated. The final reconstruction results are
shown in Figure 6.

5.2 The British Bioscope

The second sample reconstruction is of the British Bioscope that
was located in District Six prior to the re-zoning. This case is sub-
stantially more complex than the previous one for a number of rea-

sons. First, the building has far greater geometric complexity. This
can be seen in the two input photographs of the building appearing
in Figure 7. The building has a bay window, two chimneys and dec-
orative geometry atop the façade. A second complication, is that the
two photographs have different chromatic schemes. Furthermore,
the second image is substantially older than the first, and of very
poor quality. As a result, it was only useful in reconstructing the
geometry, and not for texturing purposes. Finally, both photographs
are taken from a very similar vantage point, offering a poor view of
the front wall. This is exacerbated by large portions of the building
being obscured by external geometry, including other buildings, a
lamp post, and a pillar box.

Figure 7: Photo input for the British Bioscope. Note the poor
viewing angle with respect to the front wall, and the obstructions
present in both photographs.

Figure 8: The reconstructed geometry of the British Bioscope.

The geometry of the Bioscope was reconstructed successfully as
shown in Figure 8. The building was modelled using two cuboids
for the base structure (since two different heights were needed), a
prism for the roof of the second cuboid, two cuboids for the two
chimneys, three “bay window” primitives for the bay window, and
two further primitives for the decorative architecture on the crest
of the façade. This resulted in a total of 31 free model parameters,
including those describing the two cameras.

Figure 9 illustrates the reconstructed model projected onto the orig-
inal photographs. In general, the projected lines conformed very
closely to the user observations as well as the visible geometry.
The bay window and decorative geometry did, however, introduce
a small amount of additional error into the system (discussed more
fully in Section 6.1).

As with the previous example, it was difficult to determine where
the building joined the sloping ground but this time, it was possible
to use a set of stairs visible in both photographs to establish where
the foundations ended and the building began.

The texturing process required extensive synthesis, since most of
the roof, large portions of the side wall, and smaller portions of the
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Figure 9: Perceptual test of the British Bioscope reconstruction.
Edges in the reconstructed geometry (in green) are overlaid onto
the original photograph and closely conform to user drawn edges
(still partly visible in red).

Figure 10: The final reconstruction results for the British Bio-
scope.

front wall are obscured. The side wall was textured using multi-
ple seeds taken from visible portions, to achieve a convincing “old
paint” texture. A window, extracted from the visible portion of the
side wall, was inserted at regular intervals.

Synthesis of the roof was less successful, largely due to the very
low quality of the samples. The visible portion of roof is seen from
a grazing angle, and after perspective correction this results in a
very low-resolution texture source.

The Bioscope façade was a challenge: it is detailed, obscured in
part by external features, and has a poor viewing angle, with the
result that features with an offset depth, such as windows, appear
distorted. Obscured texture was repaired by simply erasing the in-
validated portions, and then refilling with a combination of texture
synthesis and feature insertion. Specifically, the left hand side of
the front texture was obscured by a lamp post. This was removed,
and replaced with a decorative brickwork coining feature, that had
been extracted from the right hand side of the façade. The pillar
box, obscuring part of the lower texture, was replaced using texture
synthesis, with minor features inserted for realism.

The problem of distorted windows was solved by extracting a win-
dow, saving it to file, and repairing it using image editing to mirror-
ing the left side onto the right. The window was then loaded as a
new feature, and inserted over each of the distorted windows.

The texture for the bay window was largely in a usable condition,
with invisible faces reconstructed by copying from visible regions.
Finally, the remaining faces (chimneys and decorative roof-piece)
used either the original or synthesized textures. These faces are
very small, and required no feature insertion.

The overall result of this reconstruction is illustrated by Figure 10.
This demonstrates the ability of our reconstruction framework to
handle complex cases.

5.3 A small District Six residence from a single photo-
graph

Figure 11: Photo input for a small District Six residence. [Left]
The original input photograph, after the relevant edges have been
marked out. [Right] The photograph with the reconstructed model
projected onto it from the perspective of the reconstructed camera.
Note the large error at the top right-hand corner of the roof.

Figure 12: The final reconstruction results for a small District Six
residence.

The final case study is of a small residence. This building is archi-
tecturally simple, but reconstruction remains problematic as there
is only one sample image (shown in Figure 11). Furthermore, the
photograph, although providing an excellent view of the front wall,
has a correspondingly limited view of the side (and hence its depth).
Additional difficulties are caused by the degree of radial distortion
evident in the image, and by the roof of the building, which sags
along the depth axis, both of which introduce non-linearities.

The geometric reconstruction of the house is correct with two
caveats. First, due to sagging and radial distortion, the top right-
hand corner of roof in the reconstructed model, fails to conform
closely to the user’s observations (as shown in Figure 5.3). Second,
the side wall appears to be longer than expected. However, due to
the poor camera angle, it is impossible to visually determine the
actual wall length, and the projected model does match up accu-
rately with that portion of the image. Although this building sits on
a slope, this presented no problems since the border of the founda-
tion is clearly visible. The building was modelled, very simply, with
a cuboid for the base and a prism for the roof. Including the camera
parameters, the entire model comprised only 10 free parameters.

The texturing of the house was relatively simple. For the front wall,
the original high fidelity texture from the photograph could be used
directly. Similarly, texture for the visible side of the roof was auto-
matically extracted without any difficulties and then mirrored onto
the hidden side. Although one side wall is entirely visible in the
photograph, the view is so grazing that the extracted texture was
unusable. To solve this problem, a new texture was synthesized
from a paint sample taken off the front wall, after which a window
was inserted at the correct position in the texture. This procedure
was repeated for hidden wall surfaces.
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This example represents a worst case scenario for reconstruction.
However, the results remain acceptable. An additional photograph
would ensure that the depth of the building is perceived correctly,
but that was not possible in this case. The final reconstruction re-
sults are shown in Figure 12.

6 Discussion

In order to analyse the success of the reconstruction strategy, the ac-
curacy of the geometry reconstruction, and quality of the texturing
strategy must be independently assessed.

6.1 Geometry Reconstruction

When considering the accuracy of the reconstruction of geometry
from images, it is essential to understand that this technique simply
fits a constrained model to a set of user defined observations. As a
result, any inaccuracies caused by lens distortion, poor image qual-
ity, or user input error will result in some degree of model error.
Furthermore, where geometry cannot be exactly modelled by a set
of primitives, additional approximation errors may be introduced.

To measure reconstruction error we use the area between the
marked edge and the projected edge. This metric is then normalised
by the overall length of the marked edge. Effectively, this measure
describes the distance (on average), in pixels, between the marked
line and the projected model edge.

One example of where error is introduced into the system through
a combination of poor image quality and geometric approximations
is the roof of the small residence. In this case, the model edges
are, on average, 1.14 pixels out, with a standard deviation of 1.23
pixels. However, much of this error can be attributed to a single
edge at the top right of the roof of the building, which deviates from
its observation by 4.32 pixels on average. Discounting this edge,
the model edges are, on average, 0.86 pixels out, with a standard
deviation of 0.53 pixels.

In the case of the British Bioscope, the model generally conforms
very closely to the user observations. The edges are, on average,
only 0.71 pixels out, with a standard deviation of 0.46 pixels. Al-
though this reconstruction has a low degree of error, there are still
problems with the bay window and decorative geometry above the
façade. For these edges, the average error rises to 0.96, with a stan-
dard deviation of 0.43. In this case, the additional error is clearly a
result of the complex, curved geometry in the scene.

Considering these problems, the three reconstructions have an ac-
ceptable level of error. The quality of photographs is generally poor,
and it is often difficult to see exactly where the edges of the build-
ing are, which makes marking observations imprecise. In addition,
there is always some degree of lens distortion, and as a result edges
are often very slightly curved in the photograph.

The geometry reconstruction process is painstaking and time con-
suming. Marking and modelling a reasonably complex building
will take in the region of two hours. However, the optimizations
run in a reasonable time, with the non-linear optimization taking
less than 10 minutes for even the most complex cases, on a Pen-
tium IV, 3.0 GHz single core machine.

Although the geometry reconstruction technique was, on the whole,
successful, there are a number of issues to consider:

• Highly detailed geometry. Where there is very complex ge-
ometry that cannot be modelled by geometric primitives (such
as decorative architecture), or where the resolution of the im-
age does not permit the user to accurately distinguish sub-

tleties within the building structure, approximate models must
be used, with a resulting loss of detail.

• Indented features. It is difficult to accurately model walls
with slight irregularities and indentations (at windows, for ex-
ample). Usually, such surfaces are modelled as flat, and the
textures create the necessary effect, but, when a photo offers
a very poor view of a wall, this complicates the texturing pro-
cess.

• Uneven ground. Many buildings lie on sloping or uneven
surfaces, and at times determining where the foundation ends,
and the building begins, can be problematic. Fortunately, in
real world situations it is often possible to find delimiting fea-
tures that allow a solution.

• Low quality input images. With low quality input images, it
is more difficult to achieve accurate reconstructions, because
the quality of the reconstruction depends almost entirely on
the quality of the observations.

6.2 Image-based Texturing

Determining the success of a texturing approach to reconstruction
is difficult, as what constitutes a “good” or “realistic” texture is
highly subjective. Furthermore, it is impossible to directly compare
the textured model with the original photographs, as so much of
each texture is regenerated, and large portions of the buildings are
obscured from view in the photographs. This implicitly undermines
the validity of any quantitative analysis.

Nevertheless, we can make qualitative observations. The synthe-
sis procedure is effective; damaged textures were repaired, yield-
ing results that closely matched the original sample textures. This
was most successful for structured textures, such as the roof tiles in
Figure 6, but also yielded satisfactory results for paint textures, as
shown in Figure 10. In general, this technique works best if seeded
at several points, and with a larger sample texture.

The extraction and insertion of features allows a user to modify
the synthesized textures, and ensures that they conform closely to
the appearance of the original building. Figures 6 and 10 clearly
illustrate how inserted features, such as windows, add greatly to
the overall quality of the final texture. In Figure 10, the window
features were extracted, modified, and then reinserted to solve the
indentation problem.

Figure 13 illustrates the success of our texturing scheme. These
are renderings of the British Bioscope, using only the textures that
were extracted from the input images. In Figure 13[left], none of
the damaged texture material is removed, while in Figure 13[right],
all damaged material has been erased. Both of these renderings
are clearly not in a usable state, and are, in contrast to those in
Figure 10, of very poor quality.

As with the geometry reconstruction, there are some issues associ-
ated with the texturing strategy:

• Synthesis speed. The texture synthesis procedure is slow: the
computation cost scales linearly with the size of the empty
texture, the size of the sample texture and the size of the
neighbourhood window. Synthesizing a large texture from a
large input sample can take up to half an hour. However this
is certainly amenable to acceleration [Wei and Levoy 2000;
Nealen and Alexa 2003; Zelinka and Garland 2002].

• Synthesis errors. Occasionally, the texture synthesis proce-
dure produces visually annoying repeating texels or a loss of
structure, a problem also observed by Efros et al. [1999].
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Figure 13: The original British Bioscope textures. [Left] a syn-
thetic view of the British Bioscope, using all extracted texture ma-
terial. [Right] The same viewpoint, but with damaged material re-
moved.

These problems can mostly be prevented, however, by insert-
ing multiple seeds into the new texture.

• Poor input textures. Where the input texture is particularly
poor, it becomes difficult to produce acceptable results, as the
low quality of such textures is propagated by synthesis.

7 Conclusion

Using our framework a user is able to reconstruct with an accept-
able degree of geometric accuracy and visual fidelity, models of
heritage buildings, from as little input as a single photograph. The
framework successfully combines parallelepiped camera calibra-
tion, model-based architectural photogrammetry, texture synthesis
and feature editing. However, one consideration, clearly evident
in all aspects of the reconstruction strategy, is that the quality of
the results is highly dependant on the quality of the input mate-
rial. Where the original photographs are damaged or distorted, it
becomes harder to produce accurate models with high quality tex-
tures.

While some issues can be overcome: chromatic schemes can be
matched [Welsh et al. 2002], radial image distortion corrected
[Heikkila and Silven 1997; van den Heuvel 1999] and texture syn-
thesis accelerated [Wei and Levoy 2000; Nealen and Alexa 2003;
Zelinka and Garland 2002], perhaps the best investment of effort
would be in improving the user interface. Currently, the reconstruc-
tion of a reasonably complex scene can take a number of hours to
perform. While automation of the reconstruction would be prob-
lematic (due to the quality and variety of input data), it would be
worth investigating methods of speeding up the modelling process
through an efficient user interface.
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